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Item # 42 
YALSA Board of Directors Meeting 

ALA Midwinter Meeting, San Diego 

January 7 – 11, 2011 

 

Topic: Communications Report 

 

Background: YALSA’s Communications Specialist has provided a communications 

report for the first quarter of FY11.  The report includes information 

about publications, which is a key revenue stream for YALSA.  

Marketing information is also included in the report, which is one of 

five goals in YALSA’s strategic plan. 

 

Action Required:  Information 

 

 
Publications 

Since Annual, YALSA has published five books: Multicultural Programs for Teens and Tweens 

(June, ALA Editions); Risky Business (June, ALA Editions); Young Adults Deserve the Best 

(September, ALA Editions); Annotated Book Lists for Every Teen Reader (October, Neal-

Schuman); and Teen Read Week and Teen Tech Week (January, self-published). A new update of 

Outstanding Books for the College Bound, completely reannotated with expanded content on 

programming and using the lists in a variety of settings, will be published in June with ALA 

Editions. We are currently working on finalizing our slate of books for FY12 and have applied 

for a Carnegie-Whitney grant to finance self-publishing a summer reading manual for YAs to 

debut in early 2012. We are also planning another booklists book, a youth participation book, 

and an intellectual freedom book.  

 

In November, YALSA launched the first issue of the Journal of Research on Libraries and 

Young Adults. Editor Jessica Moyer resigned shortly before the issue published and Marcia 

Mardis agreed to serve as an interim editor, at least through the winter issue. We are currently 

seeking candidates to take over the role permanently, beginning with the spring issue. While 

operating without a full-time editor has been a challenge, so far response to the journal has been 

positive. Mardis and Sandra Hughes-Hassell, chair of the editorial board, have been quite 

supportive of the journal and should be commended for their hard work in getting it through 

what’s proven to be a somewhat difficult first volume.  

 

YALS continues to be excellent, winning its third APEX Award in a row. The winter issue, 

focusing on Teen Tech Week, will mail in late January. Beginning this volume, we have begun 

excerpting content from YALSA books and both editor Sarah Flowers and I plan to work to 

launch an online companion to YALS by June 2011. Flowers’ last issue will be summer 2011, and 

we hope to establish the new editor by that issue, to allow some overlap for training. Ad sales 

were off during FY10, but appear to be improving for 2011.  

 

YAttitudes turned a profit last fiscal year. Editing moved in-house and advertising is beginning to 

pick up. Beginning with the January issue, it will be renamed YALSA News.  
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Public Relations  

In addition to the usual library media, YALSA has earned mentions in the Philadelphia Inquirer, 

Ms., Glamour, the Washington Post, and other national publications. Sarah Debraski, former 

YALSA president and manager of our new literature blog, will represent ALA on Today 

discussing the Youth Media Awards.  

 

We have also developed a logo and a planned set of downloadable collateral (spine labels, 

bookmarks, bookplates, and more) for the Best of the Best launch in February.  

 

Blogs, Websites, and Social Media  

YALSA’s blog continues to be a leading ALA blog, with successful series such as App of the 

Week and 30 Days of Back to School drawing in readers. In late December, YALSA began the 

soft-launch of its new literature blog, The Hub, which will launch openly in January 2011.  

YALSA’s Twitter followers reached more than 5,000, a milestone ranking it among the top 

Twitter accounts from ALA. We experimented with Paper.Li to collate tweets marked with the 

hashtag #yalsalit10 from the YA Literature Symposium and will use it again for Midwinter to 

highlight YALSA-specific content at that event.  

 

In December, YALSA launched a new fundraising initiative aimed at the general public, 

powered by Facebook and the Causes app. Books for Teens (www.facebook.com/booksforteens) 

has earned nearly 500 followers in just three weeks and raised more than $200. YALSA’s 

website advisory committee provides relevant content to retain follower interest.  

 

YALSA will receive wireframes for its new information architecture in January and should be 

able to implement that in the first quarter of 2011. ALA will be moving to a new content 

management system (Drupal) in the first half of 2011, which will require YALSA to adopt a 

universal design set by ALA. To successfully move, YALSA has a number of tasks it needs to 

accomplish regarding accessibility, SEO, archiving, and other backend updates. The goal is to be 

ready to convert to the new system in June.  

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Stephanie Kuenn 

 

http://www.facebook.com/booksforteens

